**Mandiant Advantage** is a multi-vendor extended detection and response (XDR) platform that offers a SaaS based suite of products to help organizations understand their external and internal risks providing the automation to operationalize it effectively and efficiently. Mandiant’s mission is to arm organizations of all sizes with access to Mandiant’s industry leading threat intelligence, innovative technology, and expertise—all through a SaaS platform.

**Highlights**

- **Improve your security posture.** Delivers detection, response and security validation capabilities at machine speed.
- **Deliver scale to your security program.** Provides Mandiant intelligence and expertise as automated SaaS offerings to SOC teams of all sizes.
- **Use existing security controls.** Integrates with the controls that work best for you.
- **Unify your security data and external assets.** Gathers information from your disparate cyber security solutions and external attack surface in a single platform.
- **Quickly detect and respond to attacks.** Mandiant Advantage delivers built-in expertise to your SOC team through extended detection and response (XDR). Our SaaS technology automates comprehensive Mandiant breach intelligence and expertise so you can:
  - **Augment your SOC team** with powerful AI and machine learning.
  - **Prioritize and focus** on relevant, urgent issues with threat intelligence and improved visibility.
  - **Increase capacity and efficiency** to achieve accurate detection and response at machine speed.
  - **Measure and manage security effectiveness** by safely testing and optimizing security controls against real attacks.

**Mandiant Advantage is powered by the Mandiant Intel Grid™**

The Mandiant Intel Grid™ delivers relevant, up-to-the-moment threat intelligence and expertise to help you respond to the threats that matter to your organization. Our unique blend of adversary, operational, machine and breach intelligence is derived from the analyst research, managed offerings and the hundreds of incident response engagements Mandiant conducts every year.
Automate Mandiant Expertise with Advantage SaaS Products

**Threat Intelligence.** Empower your team with unparalleled frontline cyber threat intelligence to understand and proactively protect against the latest, most relevant threats facing your organization. Access breach intelligence before it is made publicly available to stay one step ahead of attackers.

**Automated Defense.** Powered by the Mandiant Intel Grid and its early knowledge advantage capabilities, Active Breach & Intel Monitoring continuously monitors your current and historical security data for real-time matches with the latest indicators of compromise (IOCs). Alert Investigation and Prioritization is your Mandiant “expert in a box” triaging 100% of your alerts at machine speed. It consistently prioritizes, unifies and simplifies alerts into fewer investigative cases, helping security teams make informed defend/no-defend decisions at scale.

**Security Validation.** Continuously understand and measure your security effectiveness. Test the efficacy of your security controls to identify gaps, overlaps and opportunities for optimization and support proving the value your security program and investments. Mandiant Security Validation is informed by the Mandiant Intel Grid, which arms your team with the ability to safely test your environment with the latest and relevant cyber attacks targeting your industry and peers.

**Attack Surface Management.** Extend enterprise visibility to your external attack surface—applications, services, cloud environments—parent and subsidiary organizations alike. With operationalized intelligence and continuous monitoring, your security teams can detect changes around the environment and asset exposures in real-time, delivering a safety net for cloud adoption and digital transformation. Enable your security team to see the enterprise from the attackers’ perspective.

Join Forces with Mandiant Experts to Operationalize Your Advantage Products

**Expertise On Demand** is an annual subscription that extends your cyber defense capabilities and capacity by providing flexible access to a wide range of industry-recognized security expertise. The service provides you with on-demand access to experienced cyber security resources, threat intelligence and training led by elite security practitioners to help accelerate your response without burning out your existing staff.

When your team needs full support from experts who routinely respond to and protect against motivated adversaries, Mandiant offers managed detection and response services. Managed Defense experts quickly surface impactful events, hunt for hidden adversaries, investigate incidents and help your team take swift, decisive action.

Add transformative expertise and frontline intelligence from Mandiant to your cyber defenses

Effective security is not based on the security controls deployed, but the expertise and intelligence behind them. Without a significant increase in human expertise, it is impossible for organizations to win the global war on cyber crime. Mandiant Advantage productizes our extensive attacker expertise and threat intelligence capabilities into accessible, automated solutions that instantly provide scale and capability to enable security teams to stay vigilant.

Register for Mandiant Advantage today at [www.mandiant.com/advantage](http://www.mandiant.com/advantage)